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Imago Administration for SIPP and SSAS
A highly configurable, integrated and automated solution
delivering policy administration capability for the pre, at and
post retirement markets.

Highlights
•
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Client search, onboarding and policy setup
Transfers-in and contributions
Bank, FCA, HMRC, Origo and investment platform integrations
Workflow and work management
Benefits, Payroll and Income Drawdown
HMRC and Regulatory reporting
APIs to support extensibility and integration
Integration with Imago Portal, Imago Illustrations and Imago Automation
SSAS Member Asset Allocations
SSAS Unallocated Contribution Support
Commercial Property Rental Invoicing
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Introduction
Imago Administration is a highly configurable and automated solution for policy administration for the pre, at and
post retirement markets. Imago Administration is built around a set of technologies that make it extensible and
well suited to be integrated into systems to augment existing capabilities as well as being suited for stand-alone
usage.
Imago Administration provides solutions for product providers, administrators and platforms as well as webbased interfaces for external users with support for group schemes, SIPP, SSAS and personal pensions.

Features
Integration
Several interfaces allow Imago Administration to automate many processes meaning that an adviser can service
their client’s needs directly.
Typical integration points look like:
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Structure
Imago Administration supports a flexible structure enabling multiple business models to operate under a single
implementation.
Users can add schemes, products and sub-products. A scheme may support a number of products/subproducts. Schemes and products have their own rules and can therefore allow for, different investment
options, banking arrangements, branding and fee structures. This hierarchy enables Imago Administration
clients to deliver white label propositions as well as support for multiple product types under the same policy
administration platform.
Imago supports a flexible structure enabling
multiple business models to operate under a single
implementation.
The sub-product supports discrete fee structures, white
labelling and/or employer based “schemes”. Regulatory
limits, such as tax rates, lifetime allowances, annual
allowances and VAT rates are system wide.
Typical structure:

Accounting
The accounting has been designed to be highly configurable to embrace the various accounting models that
different pension products might require. The accounting system uses double entry bookkeeping and also allows
for sub accounts within an account which enables ringfencing of funds. The accounting also handles banking
requirements such as payments and receipts and interfaces to external banking systems.
The finance and accounting module also includes the facility to support cash reconciliations between the bank
and the system. The system supports the concept of “expectations”. Expectations are defined as expected
events that trigger a cascade of further events such as the automation of recordings and transactions.
The Imago Administration accounting incorporates:
• Accounts with a related bank account
• Accounts without a related bank account for control accounts and memo accounts
• Financial transactions, including expectations to receive funds and straight through payments
• The generation of all account posting entries from financial transactions
• Double entry and self-balancing bookkeeping
• Use of sub accounts within an account which allows for ringfencing of funds
• Payments and receipts interfaces to external banking systems
• Supports for cash reconciliations between the bank and the system

Arrangements
Imago Administration provides a fast and efficient means of determining the notional value of each arrangement
under a policy. The information for this comes from full valuations of the fund over time and a record of all money
movements that directly affect specific arrangement types. The notional values are recalculated from Day 1, and
so the effects of any backdated financial transactions, reversals and revaluations are always considered. The
Imago Administration approach allows the accounting functionality to be applied to any appropriate business
entity.
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Member Asset Allocation
Where Imago Administration is used to deliver a SSAS automatic ownership proportions are calculated based
on inflows and outflows and presented to the user in a clear manner showing pooled asset value, percentage
ownership of pooled assets and earmarked assets for each member.

Cash Management
Imago Administration has a wide array of cash management processing capability including:
• Straight through transaction processing
• Payments processing, including aggregation
• Expectation creation
• Bank transaction reconciliation
• Regular withdrawals
• Sufficient funds checks
• Cash ringfencing
• Bank integration
The straight through process for financial transactions means that once authorised a transaction will create
any respective payments. These will be automatically picked by Imago Administration’s Cash Management and
forwarded to the scheme’s bank.
Contribution types available include:
• Member
• Employer
• Benefactor
Unallocated Contributions
Imago Administration supports Unallocated Contributions where a SSAS scheme is configured. Imago will
automatically track an unallocated contribution separately and allow for easy allocation when required.

Cash Reconcilliation
Imago Administration can import transactions and balances from the Scheme’s bank. These files are usually
downloaded overnight and reflect all transactions and balances from the previous business day. Imago
Administration’s reconciliation service checks whether the files are properly formatted, and any file controls
are correct. The files are copied to an archive folder once processed. The reconciliation service first invokes
the expectation matcher to determine whether expected receipts are fulfilled by any of the bank transactions.
If expectations are matched the required financial transactions are generated along with the account posting
entries. Work-items are created for any bank accounts or Imago Administration accounts with unmatched items.
Once reconciled, funds can be swept for investment, as necessary.
Direct Debit Processing
Imago Administration supports the processing of direct debit collections and integrates with a third-party direct
debit facilitator to ensure reconciliation of direct debits is completed successfully.
Group Contributions
Imago Administration has group contribution processing capability to receive a bulk contribution statement and
disperse it across employee plans as employee/employer contributions.
Features include:
• Verification that the correct amounts have been received and validation of all the employees
• Generation of the banking transactions to distribute to the individual accounts accordingly
• Generation of postings for each employee to represent the receipt
• Pre-funding of tax relief if required
• Automatically apply tax relief allocation to the relevant employees or to the scheme account if the tax is
pre-funded
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Transfers In
Imago Administration supports workflow driven transfer processing incorporating Origo Options integration
which allows for reduced dual keying of data and more efficient transfers.

CRM
The CRM module is where all the key contact information for a member is held. It is also where details of thirdparty companies or individuals are recorded e.g. IFAs, fund managers, employers etc. The system allows for
storage of different contact types and also how and when these third parties have relationships with the client.
It is possible to view the history of these relationships, so that it is possible to see when a client switched IFAs
or stopped working for an employer. The CRM module provides functionality to hold all contact related data
associated with the product provider.
The CRM module enables:
• Creating/modifying/disabling contacts
• Adding and disabling multiple addresses
• Linking contact to providers, advisors and employers
• Data migration capabilities
• Anti-Money Laundering controls

Valuations
Valuations from externally held assets, including property, are imported from the manager and aggregated with
other valuations. From aggregated valuations Imago Administration calculates a total value. This value is fed into
Imago Administration’s notional portfolio evaluator to arrive at the notional value of each arrangement.
Commercial Property
Imago Administration supports the recording of commercial property information to allow for the management
of property portfolios. The property module incorporates the generation of rental invoicing which seamlessly
creates expectations to receive rent.
Earmarked Assets
SSAS schemes allow for the holding of earmarked assets to be easily administered and are clearly differentiated
from pooled investments.

Drawdown
Imago Administration has been designed with drawdown as a key feature and includes drip-feed capability that
can be either initiated by administrators directly on Imago Administration or we have full API support for direct
integration into an external portal to facilitate the adviser initiating the process online.
The drawdown process allows additional funds to be incorporated into an existing drawdown arrangement.
Imago Administration also supports partial annuitisation and pension debits from an existing drawdown
arrangement. During the setup of a new drawdown arrangement or the incorporation of additional funds, Imago
Administration creates benefit crystallisation events which determine the consumption of the member’s lifetime
allowance and the allowable tax free lump sum.
Imago Administration calculates tax due on any excess consumption depending on the member’s wish to take
the excess as a lump sum and/or to retain it in the pension.
Features include:
• Setup and drawdown management
• Benefits analysis and planning
• Support for Capped, Flexi-access, UFPLS and Scheme Pension
• Support for all pension lifetime allowance protection types
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The system also supports the following forms of other benefits including:
• Annuity purchases
• Beneficiary payments
• HMRC payments
• Interface to Imago Illustrations
• Calculation of tax-free lump sum including certificated amount
• Two step workflow verification
• Payment of tax-free lump sum
• Regular and ad-hoc income payments
• Calculation of PAYE via embedded tax routines

Pension Payroll
Imago Administration provides a fully integrated payroll module designed to cater for unique options associated
with pension payments. This means payments to an individual can be made at various frequencies including
monthly, quarterly, half-yearly, annually or ad-hoc. The system allows income to be taken across multiple pension
arrangements and will keep track of the PAYE regardless of the frequency.
Imago Administration can support more than one pay day in a month, using the built in PAYE calculator. Imago
Administration can support multiple drawdown arrangements in payment and correctly attribute income and
PAYE deductions/rebates to each arrangement.
Features include:
• Payments from Flexi-access, UFPLS, Capped Drawdown and Scheme Pension arrangements
• Ring-fencing of income for a variable period
• Workflow driven payroll automation
• Payment rules prioritisation (CHQ, BACS, CHAPS, FASTER PAY)
• Deferral capability
• Calculation of PAYE via embedded tax routines including Scottish, Welsh and UK rates
• Regular and ad-hoc income payments
• Setup of payment batches
• API retrieval of tax codes notices from HMRC
• Preview of tax calculations prior to payroll day
• Automatic generation of payslips
• Realtime information integration

Fees
The fees module can be configured to support the tracking and collection of management fees, fixed and
percentage fund fees and transaction fees.
Fee structures and standard rates are definable for the product and/or for the sub-product, which could be
associated with a distribution channel. Each policy has a copy of the structure and rates prevailing on the date
the policy was accepted.
Fees can be applied to arrangements according to type, financial transactions according to type, Transfers In,
Transfers Out, per line of in specie assets transfers and payments according to type. Policy rates may be varied
manually on an ad-hoc basis for a particular policy or automatically on a regular basis in relation to indexation
according to product terms.

Document Management
Imago Administration has an integrated document management and creation capability with Microsoft Office.
Letters and reports are created using Microsoft Word. The Imago document management and creation facility,
enables the setup of documents that expose data from the Imago Administration database through easy to
access data objects within a Microsoft Word Add-in. The document engine is responsible for all reporting and
letter generation. It also incorporates the recording of versioning of documents produced to provide a contact
history for a client record.
Document ‘hopper’ functionality allows documents to be output to predefined network locations if required with a
predefined naming convention to allow for easy integration with third party systems.
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Regulatory Reporting
Imago Administration caters for the regulatory reporting for pension related reports for both HMRC and FCA.
Supported reporting includes:
• Relief at Source APSS105
• Relief at Source APSS106
• Relief at Source APSS107
• Relief at Source RPSCOM100
• Payroll Full Payment Submission
• Scheme Event Report
• Accounting for Tax Return
• P60 generation
• P45 generation
• Product Sales Data
• Income Retirement Data Request REP015
• Income Retirement Data Request REP016
• Occupational Pension Scheme Return
• Property VAT Return
• Transfers Out to QROPS APSS262

Workflow
Underpinning Imago Administration is a configurable workflow and process manager. This ensures that each
workflow is managed, completed and provides a method for further automation of tasks.
• Administration steps to be process driven
• Processes are configured to client processes
• Background processing in steps to increase straight through processing & reduce manual input
• Enforce validation & authorisation
• Steps are audited & linked to task
• Management of workflow
• Documentation & fees are linked to processes
• Exceptions are raised as work items
• User friendly messages to guide the user
The diary function includes the following:
• Assignment - workflows can be assigned to individuals or teams as work
• Transparency - allowing administrators and supervisors to visually track progress
• Reporting - SLAs are configured into workflows so that alerts are triggered
• Scheduling - diarising functionality and reminders
• Reporting - MI dashboard
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